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2017-2018 WCSD CAP Prob/Stats with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice2

		Group3: Choice1

		Group4: Choice3

		Evaluator Number: 23

		Text1: (1) It is my understanding that the web resources supplement the text and don't redo it - but I have not confirmed this.
(2) Text fully available online in my math labs or MathXL formats - good teacher reporting tools and these have a tenuous connection to Newton advisory software as well. 
(3) Supposedly available with Aleks 360 - how this might work is totally unclear. 
(4) There is a lot of web support including applets and videos and lots of material for teachers to help them with PD. 
(5) Not a full web based set of materials but a suite f technology tools is available to explore this highly STEM motivated text. 

		Text3: (1) In general in statistics problems are lengthy and in general more conceptual so formative assessments are less practical. The instructor guide provides little beyond the answers to the even numbered problems so it's value is questionable. I don't see a bank of test questions for instructors to use. 
(2) Online resources and Newton should provide this if it can be made available to all students online.
(3) I see chapter quizzes but these are in the student text. Maybe these are available on Aleks 360
(4) On line test banks and extra examples in the teacher's addition. 
(5) The teacher support materials are extensive - so there are many techniques to examine both class wide and individual understanding as you go.

		Text5: (1,3) Nothing mentioned on this. 
(2) knewton should be explored in this context.
(4) On line test banks will be of some help here. 
(5) This may be embedded in the teacher materials but I did not see it and I doubt it is there as the line of thinking of the material is quite linear and cooperatively based. A teacher skilled in these cooperative learning techniques should not have a lot of problems in this area as the topics are not traditional kill and drill math stuff so students who traditionally struggle could do quite well. 

		Text6: I use this category to make general comments:
(1) No discrete math topics so those will need to be supplemented. I find the topics to be well motivated but since the students will have solutions to all the odd numbered problems it is not clear how much meaningful homework can be assigned and graded. No test banks. 
(2) Online resources are extensive for testing - two texts would be used here and it seems pitifully little is done outside of prob stats. Voting theory should be covered as this is essential for an informed citizenry - kids do not need to take away the details only the ultimate that life is complicated but they need to work through the material carefully and it is all here. The stats text has great readings on uses/abuses of statistics and these should definitely be covered. Statistics can be highly conceptual and this text promotes that. It is essential to know what technology kids will have - be it mini tab, excel or TI calculator for analyzing data, Any purchase may also need to purchase these tools. 
(3) Only the first few chapters have a use/misuse discussion. The possible misconceptions with confidence intervals and hypothesis tests are numerous so not exploring these is a huge drawback. We have no idea what resources are available. Examples of involved techniques like t-test are not numerous. TE book does have some impressive material on non-parametric methods which would be great to cover in order to broaden the students perspective and help them to understand the complexities of statistics. This is only statistics so discrete topics must be supplemented. I need more information on Aleks 360 - and if this is desirable for the teachers. 
(4) The amount of support specifically for teachers is impressive but not overwhelming. The fallacies are discussed but in the teacher addition but not with real world examples like #2. If the district sees having math teachers become stats teachers this is a great way to get them up to speed and amazing so pared to other teacher editions which do  little more than give answers like #1. Again this is only a stats test so discrete topics need to be supplemented and these should be discussed. The topic coverage is less than #3 so teachers to need to affirm this is suitable. Stats blog sounds fantastic.
(5) This is really a fantastic course (but see reservations) for these reasons:
Highly STEM integrated.
Deep and meaningful applications.
Covers a wide range of independent and meaningful topics so curriculums can pick and choose.
Understanding will be organic and build from carefully sequenced activities - not lectures. The course will instill lasting meaning and significance for kids who typically do not like or appreciate mathematics. Units on Internet security, categorical data and voting are particularly relevant and strong in this respect. A unit on the electoral college should be mandated and this could be done without everything else. The teacher support materials are impressive and extensive. 
However, I think the text is probably not suitable for these reasons:
The coverage of statistical concepts is quite weak - there would be no confidence intervals or hypothesis testing or discussions of normal distributions and the central limit theorem but these could be supplemented much as the plan is to put in discrete topics now. Chi^2 tests are included.
The coverage of algebra is not fully present in most units so this won't serve kids well who eventually need that and haven't mastered algebra II. Monitoring students in the way on line programs and hwk do isn't available here but if enrollment in this kind of course is small that should not be a problem. 
Many teachers will not be comfortable with the format. 

		Text7: (1) Text is solid but teacher's manual is just paperback. Student solution manual is just paperback - would that be provided to students?
(2,5) Solid text - Unknown what student supplements are available. 
(3) Super solid with reinforced bindings.
(4) Solid text - what supplements are available besides online materials and are these paper back or solid?

		Text8: (1,2,3,4) No study.
(5) There cannot be a study because this is a non-traditional approach - how would you compare to anything else?

		Text9: (1) No outreach to parents - web resources are a supplement and probably hard to learn directly from. Parents a will be in a weaker position to help than they would be in even an ordinary math class. 
(2) Fully web based - parents can play along!
(3) No evidence of this except possibly with Aleks 360. 
(4) Show parents the applets and video and invite them to help kids gather interesting data - not exactly the text but very engaging for parents who want to play along. 
(5) Topics are deep and developed in an intricate way - only parents who full engage in an entire unit through the text could play along.

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice2

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice3

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice3

		Group21: Choice1

		Group22: Choice2

		Group23: Choice1

		Group24: Choice3

		Group25: Choice1

		Group31: Choice3

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice3

		Group35: Choice3

		Group 41: Choice3

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice3

		Group 45: Choice1

		Group 51: Choice1

		Group 52: Choice1

		Group 53: Choice1

		Group 54: Choice1

		Group 55: Choice1

		Group 61: Choice2

		Group 62: Choice4

		Group 63: Choice2

		Group 64: Choice3

		Group 65: Choice1

		Group 71: Choice4

		Group 72: Choice4

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Text22: (1) Fun to read text with thought provoking examples and good descriptions of how stats work. It would be good if they also had examples of the misuse of statistics. For future users of statistics the point needs to be made that it is often essential to consult a statistician. 
(2) Both texts are fun to read with colorful displays - stats and discrete texts need lots of extra material to motivate these studies. These courses are far easy to sell as useful knowledge than many math courses. 
(3) Straightforward text. Easy and informative to read. I would like to learn this way but it won't work for all students and instructors cannot monitor and facilitate learning. Aleks 360?
(4) Fun to read and applets will be fun to use. Get kids to write about their thoughts. 
(5) Extremely timely and relevant - the examples and the concepts will be a bit dated by the end of the 7 year adoption period but not the basic ideas. 








2017-2018 WCSD Probability/Statistics with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Name of Text


Publisher


Rate This Text Overall


Program Number


Focus: Evaluate the table of contents and any pacing guides. Do not stop there; 
also evaluate units, chapters, and lessons. (Both student and teacher materials)


Set Theory
Counting Methods and Probability Theory 
Descriptive Statistics 
Discrete Probability Distributions 
Normal Probability Distributions 
Confidence Intervals 
Hypothesis Testing with One Sample 
Correlation and Regression (including r̂ 2) 
Finance 
Graph Theory
Logic
Number Representation and Calculation


High Mid Low







At least 75% of the topics are in the textbook. 
Comments?


Student work involves significant work with applications/modeling and 
problems that use algebra skills.
Comments?


There are problems at a level of sophistication appropriate to high school 
(beyond mere review of previous course topics) that involve the 
application of knowledge and skills from Algebra.  
Comments?


Less than 25%


Less than 60% but greater 


than 25% 


Less than 75% but greater 


than 60%


At least 75%


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Rigor: Examine the instructional materials, student practice and assessments. 
Look for evidence of where the topics explicitly require students to 
understand concepts, do the assignments that students work on build that 
understanding, and do assessment tasks reveal whether students understand 
the mathematics in question? 
Comments?







Rigor: Do the materials feature high-quality conceptual problems and 
conceptual discussion questions? Do they provide opportunities for multiple 
representations?
Comments?


Rigor: Are the materials designed so that students attain the fluency and 
procedural skills required? Evaluate the lessons, chapter/unit assessments, 
daily routines, and homework assignments for evidence in the development 
of fluency and procedural skill supported by conceptual understanding.  
Comments?


Rigor: Are the materials designed so that teachers and students spend 
sufficient time working with applications, without losing focus on the topics 
defined for the course? Are there single- and multi-step contextual problems 
that develop the mathematics of the course, afford opportunities for practice, 
and engage students in problem solving?
Comments?


Coherence: Are the materials coherent in their content, do the topics build 
on each other in a way that is beneficial to the instruction, student practice 
and assessments?
Comments?


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Program Number: 2

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice2

		Group7: Choice4

		Group8: Choice2

		Evaluator Number: 2

		Name of Text: Elementary Statistics and Thinking Mathematically

		Publisher: Pearson

		Text5: I see in the teacher editions "answers will vary" which means there can be different answers.  With graphs and modeling there can be different representations. 

		Text6: With the order of units we go in currently there can be a gap with procedure skills by moving from one book to another.  Expectations from both books are a little different.

		Text7: There is a lot of problem solving and multi-step problems.  Both books will engage students and they use a lot of current real world problems.

		Text8: The way the books are designed they do build on each other but with the order of units we go in they would not.  We would switch from book to book which is difficult to build off of.

		Text1: All of the topics we currently cover are in these 2 books.

		Group1: Choice4

		Group2: Choice4

		Group3: Choice3

		Text2: One of the books is all about modeling and there are a lot of real world applications.

		Text3: There are a lot of new types of problems that will require more than just Algebra skills.  Students will have some prior knowledge coming from Algebra 2.

		Group4: Choice4

		Text4: Both books do a good job of having a review and a chapter test at the end of each chapter that relates to the material in the chapter.

		Check Box13: Yes

		Check Box14: Off

		Check Box15: Off
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Nevada Department of Education                July 2, 2013           Textbook and Instructional Material Adoption Form  


              TIM-01 Mathematics 


Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 
Mathematics 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 
essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 
comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


Title:     Author(s):   Publisher(s):  
 
Copyright Date:         Subject/Grade Level:  
 
Student ISBN:   
 
Teacher Edition ISBN:  
Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 
Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
1. Material provides a useful table of contents, 
glossary, supplemental pages, and index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 
arranged logically; and allow access through 
multiple modalities.  


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 
introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 
for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 
formulas and/or online resources to required 
depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic 
Content Standards.   


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 
research-based. 


   


6. Vocabulary is specialized (language 
carefully considered and evolves across grade 
level). 


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing and 
interesting. 


   


9. Material provides Smarter Balanced 
assessment type questions and/or 
performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format 
available. 


   


 
Other: ________________ 


   


Total Organization:      
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              TIM-01 Mathematics 


Mathematics Content 
 Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
11. Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, and abilities 
(KSA’s) appropriate to the grade level.  


   


12. Material demonstrates coherence of KSA’s 
appropriate to grade level.   


   


13. Material demonstrates complexity to conceptual 
understanding, procedural skills, fluency, and application 
(rigor).   


   


14. Material is consistent with the progression of the 
KSA at each grade level.   


   


15. Real-world applications are given and relevant to the 
students.  


   


16. Information and directions are clearly written and 
explained. 


   


17. Tasks are aligned to the domains of the Nevada 
Academic Content Standards. 


   


18. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate.    
19. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, etc.) are 
accurate, authentic, and well integrated into the 
instructional material. 


   


20. Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their 
abilities, interests, and learning styles. 


   


21. Questions and tasks encourage the development and 
application of higher-level thinking skills. 


   


22. Teacher edition includes questioning strategies and/or 
questions to check for understanding at all Depth of 
Knowledge (DOK) levels. 


   


23. Teacher edition includes formative 
assessment/evaluation tools and processes. 


   


24. Material and tasks focus on the eight Mathematical 
Practices.   


   


25. Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts 
in multiple ways, allowing for a variety of student 
responses. 


   


26. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill or concept at 
grade level. 


   


27. Material includes understanding and application of 
skills and concepts at grade level.   


   


28. Material provides strategic use of mathematical tools, 
including technology.   


   


29. The material is focused on the major ideas/skills at 
that grade level.   


   


30. Content includes 21st Century skill development such 
as collaboration, creative thinking, and problem solving.    


   


 
Other: ____________________ 


   


Total Mathematics Content Criteria:      
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              TIM-01 Mathematics 


Inclusion  


 
 


 
Alignment  


 
Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 


36. Material content aligns to 
district/organization curriculum. 


   


37. Material content aligns with college and 
career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 
Content Standards). 


   


38. Material is a useful resource in preparing 
students to meet the requirements of the 
Nevada Academic Content Standards and 
statewide assessments. 


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
Total Score for Mathematics Textbook or Instructional Material:  ___________  


Criteria 2  
Meets 


1  
Inadequate Comments 


31.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 
differentiate instruction and model content to 
support all learners. 


   


32.  Material reflects sensitivity with regard 
to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-
economic status, intellectual, and physical 
abilities.   


   


33. Material includes access to a multilingual 
glossary. 


   


34. Material provides resources for students 
with disabilities and English Language 
Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


35. Material is available for students with 
visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 
NIMAC system.  


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 2

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 2

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 1

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: Did not see a list of prerequisite skills

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations formulas andor online resources to required depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations formulas andor online resources to required depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations formulas andor online resources to required depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 2

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade level: 

		Comments6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade level: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 2

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 2

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		Comments9 Material provides Smarter Balanced assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 1

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: Not observed

		Other: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 16

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 2

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Material demonstrates coherence of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate12 Material demonstrates coherence of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		Comments12 Material demonstrates coherence of KSAs appropriate to grade level: 

		2 Meets13 Material demonstrates complexity to conceptual understanding procedural skills fluency and application rigor: 2

		1 Inadequate13 Material demonstrates complexity to conceptual understanding procedural skills fluency and application rigor: 

		Comments13 Material demonstrates complexity to conceptual understanding procedural skills fluency and application rigor: 

		2 Meets14 Material is consistent with the progression of the KSA at each grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate14 Material is consistent with the progression of the KSA at each grade level: 

		Comments14 Material is consistent with the progression of the KSA at each grade level: 

		2 Meets15 Realworld applications are given and relevant to the students: 2

		1 Inadequate15 Realworld applications are given and relevant to the students: 

		Comments15 Realworld applications are given and relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets16 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 2

		1 Inadequate16 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments16 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets17 Tasks are aligned to the domains of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate17 Tasks are aligned to the domains of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments17 Tasks are aligned to the domains of the Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets18 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 2

		1 Inadequate18 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments18 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets19 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 2

		1 Inadequate19 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments19 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets20 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate20 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 1

		Comments20 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: Could use more differentiation

		2 Meets21 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 2

		1 Inadequate21 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments21 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets22 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 2

		1 Inadequate22 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments22 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets23 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 2

		1 Inadequate23 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		Comments23 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools and processes: 

		2 Meets24 Material and tasks focus on the eight Mathematical Practices: 2

		1 Inadequate24 Material and tasks focus on the eight Mathematical Practices: 

		Comments24 Material and tasks focus on the eight Mathematical Practices: 

		2 Meets25 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 2

		1 Inadequate25 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments25 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets26 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate26 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments26 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets27 Material includes understanding and application of skills and concepts at grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate27 Material includes understanding and application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments27 Material includes understanding and application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets28 Material provides strategic use of mathematical tools including technology: 2

		1 Inadequate28 Material provides strategic use of mathematical tools including technology: 

		Comments28 Material provides strategic use of mathematical tools including technology: 

		2 Meets29 The material is focused on the major ideasskills at that grade level: 2

		1 Inadequate29 The material is focused on the major ideasskills at that grade level: 

		Comments29 The material is focused on the major ideasskills at that grade level: 

		2 Meets30 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 2

		1 Inadequate30 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments30 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal Mathematics Content Criteria: 38

		1 InadequateTotal Mathematics Content Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Mathematics Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets31 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate31 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 1

		Comments31 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: Could use more differentiation

		2 Meets32 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 2

		1 Inadequate32 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments32 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets33 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 1

		Comments33 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: Not observed

		2 Meets34 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate34 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 1

		Comments34 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: Not observed

		2 Meets35 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate35 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 1

		Comments35 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: Not observed

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 4

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets36 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 2

		1 Inadequate36 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments36 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets37 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 2

		1 Inadequate37 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		Comments37 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards: 

		2 Meets38 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 2

		1 Inadequate38 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Comments38 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for Mathematics Textbook or Instructional Material: 69

		Title: Thinking Mathematically & Elementary Statistics Picturing the World

		Author(s): Blitzer & Larson/Farber

		Publisher(s): Pearson

		Copyright Date: 2015

		Subject/Grade Level: Prob/Stat/Discrete

		Student ISBN: 978-0-321-133-47981-2 & 978-0-133-44796-5

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 978-0-321-86732-2 & 978-0-321-91121-6








2017-2018 WCSD Probability/Statistics with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Name of Text


Publisher


Rate This Text Overall


Program Number


Focus: Evaluate the table of contents and any pacing guides. Do not stop there; 
also evaluate units, chapters, and lessons. (Both student and teacher materials)


Set Theory
Counting Methods and Probability Theory 
Descriptive Statistics 
Discrete Probability Distributions 
Normal Probability Distributions 
Confidence Intervals 
Hypothesis Testing with One Sample 
Correlation and Regression (including r̂ 2) 
Finance 
Graph Theory
Logic
Number Representation and Calculation


High Mid Low







At least 75% of the topics are in the textbook. 
Comments?


Student work involves significant work with applications/modeling and 
problems that use algebra skills.
Comments?


There are problems at a level of sophistication appropriate to high school 
(beyond mere review of previous course topics) that involve the 
application of knowledge and skills from Algebra.  
Comments?


Less than 25%


Less than 60% but greater 


than 25% 


Less than 75% but greater 


than 60%


At least 75%


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs


Consistently occurs


Rigor: Examine the instructional materials, student practice and assessments. 
Look for evidence of where the topics explicitly require students to 
understand concepts, do the assignments that students work on build that 
understanding, and do assessment tasks reveal whether students understand 
the mathematics in question? 
Comments?







Rigor: Do the materials feature high-quality conceptual problems and 
conceptual discussion questions? Do they provide opportunities for multiple 
representations?
Comments?


Rigor: Are the materials designed so that students attain the fluency and 
procedural skills required? Evaluate the lessons, chapter/unit assessments, 
daily routines, and homework assignments for evidence in the development 
of fluency and procedural skill supported by conceptual understanding.  
Comments?


Rigor: Are the materials designed so that teachers and students spend 
sufficient time working with applications, without losing focus on the topics 
defined for the course? Are there single- and multi-step contextual problems 
that develop the mathematics of the course, afford opportunities for practice, 
and engage students in problem solving?
Comments?


Coherence: Are the materials coherent in their content, do the topics build 
on each other in a way that is beneficial to the instruction, student practice 
and assessments?
Comments?


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Program Number: 2

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice4

		Group7: Choice3

		Group8: Choice3

		Evaluator Number: 1

		Name of Text: Thinking Mathematically & Elementary Statistics Picturing the World

		Publisher: Pearson

		Text5: Yes, the text has good problem sets (and examples) from basic problems to more rigorous and has problems that lend themselves to discussion.  

		Text6: The problem sets are long enough and varied enough to capture both fluency and procedural skills.  

		Text7: Yes, the text is in a manner that supports sufficient work time and without losing focus.  There are many contextual problems as this course lends itself to problems in context to help with student engagement.  

		Text8: Yes

		Text1: Since this is a combination of two books it covers all of the topics for this course.  

		Group1: Choice4

		Group2: Choice4

		Group3: Choice3

		Text2: Yes, this course lends itself to application/modeling problems.

		Text3: There is some knowledge and skills from algebra but overall this course doesn't really require a lot of algebra skills.  

		Group4: Choice4

		Text4: Yes, questions build on prior knowledge and do reveal student understanding of the math in question.  

		Check Box13: Yes

		Check Box14: Off

		Check Box15: Off








2017-2018 WCSD CAP Prob/Stats with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice1

		Group3: Choice4

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 27

		Text1: 1. Online version very limited. Clunky website.
2. Can access full book and practice material online. Looks like teachers can add some assessment on there, but nothing fancy. Mostly links to other places. Site could use some enhancement.
3. Online e book, lots of supplemental testing and material. Step by step guide to "technology" use, like how to do certain functions in Excel.
4. Material online.
5. Online e book and assessments

		Text3: 1. I am not seeing any form of monitoring component. Not really a review component or anything for the teachers to perform assessments.
2. Checkpoints throughout the teacher edition to point out where and how to assess. Tests and checkpoints for the students.  
3. Online component has an adaptive assessment component for teachers to chart out progress, etc.
4. Test bank, assessment suite online, tutorial videos, etc.

		Text5: 1. Structure of questions and lessons are homogenous
2. Variety of ways to get the lesson material across. I like the call out column along the side that has various problems or hints, etc.
3. As diverse as stats can be. There are spots where step by step learning is spelled out, and I like that. 
4. Presentation of content appears to be diverse, different ways to see the concepts. More interaction in the text for students to think about how to approach the problems.
5. Good set up of text and problems. Variety of ways to approach stats

		Text6: 1. Problems are usually non-biased, talking about science or careers, etc.
2. Examples are relevant to current day and a variety of lifestyles/cultures.
3. Statistical problems are varied in terms of scenarios and what to do to reach a result.
4. There is a good mix of examples for each of the problems in here.
5. Real world issues shown in the problems, variety of cultures shown in the problems and pictures.

		Text7: 1. Decent bindings on all books and auxiliary material.
2. Solid bindings for both textbooks
3. Reinforced binding
4. Good bindings on both textbook and teacher guide
5. Good bindings on both textbook and teacher guide

		Text8: 1.
2. 

		Text9: 1. Limited examples, teacher edition hardly has annotations. Website too plain to provide this type of interactive material.
2. Online material and practice work in the textbook.
3. Online materials are beneficial for homework and interaction with/for the parents. 
4. Online materials, good examples in the book, very real world examples in the book
5. Online materials. Sections in each lesson in the textbook for "On Your Own", where problems are there for more practice.  Graphics are helpful and there are "Summarize the Mathematics" sections for class discussions or discussions with parents at home. Easy for parents to pick out points from the chapter that their child should know and discuss.

		Group2: Choice2

		Group5: Choice4

		Group11: Choice1

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group21: Choice1

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice4

		Group24: Choice4

		Group25: Choice4

		Group31: Choice4

		Group32: Choice4

		Group33: Choice4

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice4

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 51: Off

		Group 52: Off

		Group 53: Off

		Group 54: Off

		Group 55: Off

		Group 61: Choice1

		Group 62: Choice3

		Group 63: Choice4

		Group 64: Choice4

		Group 65: Choice4

		Group 71: Choice2

		Group 72: Choice3

		Group 73: Choice3

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Text22: 1. Too wordy, not enough examples. No variation to text or content.
2. Lots of material jammed into the set of textbooks. Lots of different variation to the style of presenting the material, which is better than homogenous text. 
3. Generally pretty wordy, but there are sections to break up the monotony, and the problems have a lot of step by step.  Not really any graphics or pictures. Maybe could be better there, but not sure if that adds anything for the content? I like that it's one book and not several.
4. I like the look of the content in this book. It's broken up with some call-out boxes for presenting material. More graphics than the others, definitions are called out. Glossary and solutions are also decent.
5. I like the setup of this textbook too.  Very good distribution of graphics and images to help relay points, help the kids find where they are in the text.  Problems in each chapter are varied and spread out, and the 'on your own' section is very helpful for getting the added practice on concepts.I kind of wish the teacher's guide didn't just have the text of the answer, but instead have the text the kids have, with the answers in a different color. I think the teacher guide set up this way will confuse someone as to what the students are seeing in their book and what is spelled out for the teacher.








2017-2018 WCSD CAP Prob/Stats with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice4

		Group3: Choice2

		Group4: Choice3

		Evaluator Number: 26

		Text1: 3. Uses. ALEKS 360 for online learning. Not the best for learning. Again, author is at the CC level and that is what most CC's use. Not conducive to a supportive learning environment. 
4. Was only able to read about it because the online support is on a unique chip/card.
5.Publisher did not provide access. Talks about the online support in textbook. That's it. 

		Text3: 2. Working from two different books from two different authors. Blitzer is an awesome author. Obviously the combination helps address, one-stats, and the other discrete.
3. Didn't provide teachers text. Or assessment book. No evidence provided.
5.Did not provide the assessment booklet. It has a writeup about the assessment book in the overview but it was not provided. 

		Text5: 

		Text6: 1. More animal pictures than human pictures. 

		Text7: 

		Text8: 1. Unable to assess whether or not the textbook was reviewed by quality researchers and or professors, etc. 
3. By lots of CC instructors. 
5. Too many reviewers from Western Michigan. Not as diverse as others. 

		Text9: 3.Wouldn't say it supports as ALEKS 360 is not the best program.
5.Nothing provided by the publisher. In the textbook its addressed in the overview section.

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice1

		Group11: Choice4

		Group12: Choice3

		Group13: Choice2

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice1

		Group21: Choice3

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice2

		Group24: Choice3

		Group25: Choice2

		Group31: Choice3

		Group32: Choice4

		Group33: Choice4

		Group34: Choice4

		Group35: Choice3

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 51: Choice2

		Group 52: Choice4

		Group 53: Choice2

		Group 54: Choice3

		Group 55: Choice2

		Group 61: Choice3

		Group 62: Choice4

		Group 63: Choice2

		Group 64: Choice3

		Group 65: Choice1

		Group 71: Choice4

		Group 72: Choice4

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Text22: 








2017-2018 WCSD CAP Prob/Stats with Discrete Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice2

		Group3: Choice3

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 22

		Text1: #1 teaches have course supports online. Student supports unsure. Additional website for students listed 
#2 CD for student use included with text which includes test prep and data sets. My math lab
#3 ALEKS 360- interactive book- tried to access and did not work on computer
#4 has website for digital resources for both student and teacher 
#5 referenced but no website information given on how to access 

		Text3: #1 test bank online for teacher use. 
#2 chapter reviews, quizzes and tests, culmulative reviews. Test Gen
#3 states quizzes are in text- TEST GEN
#4 resources on flash drive including tests and quizzes also EXAM view can be used 
#5 referenced but not found easily. Not sure what the assessment components look like 

		Text5: #1 did not see
#2 not seen 
#3 not seen 
#4 not seen 
#5 specific notes are listed in the text for teachers for differentiation 

		Text6: #1 some diverse names and pictures seen 
#2 variety of places, and people used tor problems in text. Varied pictures 
#3 few pictures 
#4 diverse people pictured throughout 
#5 few pictures- hard to find diversity easily 

		Text7: #1 concern- teachers edition is paperback, student edition is hardback 
#2 two separate textbooks both hard bound 
#3 hardback- no  resources- website not helpful 
#4 hardback and has flash drive for teachers 
#5 hardback- no resources given but referenced in text 

		Text8: #1 listed including reviewers for previous editions 
#2 listed including previous versions 
#3 listed for specific edition 
#4 pilot testes listed as well 
#5 pilot teachers listed- not reviewers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

		Text9: #1 mindtap - did not access to access.           
#2 my math lab and CD in text for students to access content 
#3 ALEKS 360- again unable to view but shows like it would be great for home learning 
#4 student website has flash cards and exercise review videos
#1 referenced in text but no website or way to access was seen 

		Group2: Choice2

		Group5: Choice1

		Group11: Choice3

		Group12: Choice3

		Group13: Choice3

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice1

		Group21: Choice1

		Group22: Choice1

		Group23: Choice1

		Group24: Choice1

		Group25: Choice4

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice2

		Group34: Choice3

		Group35: Choice2

		Group 41: Choice2

		Group 42: Choice2

		Group 43: Choice3

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 51: Choice3

		Group 52: Choice3

		Group 53: Choice3

		Group 54: Choice3

		Group 55: Choice2

		Group 61: Choice3

		Group 62: Choice3

		Group 63: Choice4

		Group 64: Choice4

		Group 65: Choice1

		Group 71: Choice3

		Group 72: Choice3

		Group 73: Choice3

		Group 74: Choice3

		Group 75: Choice3

		Text22: #1 clear format- laid out nicely 





